Modeling and predicting retweeting dynamics in social media has important implications to an array of applications. Existing models either fail to model the triggering effect of retweeting dynamics, e.g., the model based on reinforced Poisson process, or are hard to be trained using only the retweeting dynamics of individual tweet, e.g., the model based on self-exciting Hawkes process. In this paper, motivated by the observation that each retweeting dynamics is generally dominated by a handful of key nodes that separately trigger a high number of retweets, we propose a mixture process to model and predict retweeting dynamics, with each subprocess capturing the retweeting dynamics initiated by a key node. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art model.
INTRODUCTION
Different from traditional media where people access information released generally by a single source, social media platforms, e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and Sina Weibo, offer a decentralized style of information spreading, i.e., information spreads among users via retweeting or forwarding. Consequently, popularity of individual information follows a highly-asymmetric distribution, and it is a challenging problem to predict the popularity of information. Retweeting dynamics prediction, i.e., predicting how popular a piece of information will become, attracts much research attention in the last decade. Existing methods make predictions either by exploring relevant factors and applying standard regression/classification methods, or by fitting retweeting dynamics using certain class of functions [1] .
Recently, researchers begin to directly model the process that a piece of information gains its popularity. Shen et al. employed reinforced Poisson process (RPP) to model the arriving process of paper citations [2] , and this model is subsequently extended to model the retweeting dynamics of microblog [3] . RPP assumes that information spreading is an arriving process of attention to a particular piece of information, simply using the count of retweets as the sole indicator of triggering effect of all retweets rather than modeling the triggering effect of each retweet separately. Self-exciting Hawkes process (SEHP) is then proposed to explicitly model the triggering effect of each retweet, with the arriving rate of retweets being determined by the aggregation of the triggering effect of all the previous retweets [4, 5, 6] . Although SEHP has the flexibility to capture the triggering effect of each retweet, it is impractical to learn the strength of triggering effect for each retweet when only the retweeting dynamics of individual tweet is available. Therefore, we still lack an effective method to predict retweeting dynamics in social media.
In this paper, we propose a mixture process to model and predict retweeting dynamics. Our model is motivated by the observation that the retweeting process of tweets could be generally characterized by a diffusion tree with only a handful of key nodes, each triggering a high number of retweets (Fig. 1A) . Thus, the whole process of retweeting dynamics could be divided into several subprocesses, each of which is well modeled via a RPP model (Fig. 1B) , and the whole process is taken as the aggregation of these subprocesses (Fig. 1C) . The model based on such a mixture process has higher flexibility than RPP model, and could be much easily trained than SEHP model. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art model at predicting retweeting dynamics.
MODEL AND VALIDATION
Retweeting dynamics of a tweet during a time period [0, T ] is denoted by a set of retweeting moments {ti}(1 ≤ i ≤ n), where n represents the total number of retweets up to time T . Without loss of generality, we have 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ ti ≤ · · · ≤ tn ≤ T . We model the retweeting dynamics as a mixture process of RPP characterized by the rate function
where k is the number of subprocesses, λ l captures the strength of triggering effect initiated by the source retweeter of the l-th subprocess, τ l is the moment when the l-th subprocess begins, f (t; θ l ) is the relaxation function that characterizes how the triggering effect matters over time modulated by parameters θ l , and c(t) is the total number of retweets received up to time t. In this paper, we use log-normal function as the relaxation function as in [2] . The probability of the i-th retweet arrives at ti, given the (i − 1)-th retweet arrives at ti−1, can be written as
and the probability of no retweet between [tn, T ] is
Therefore, the likelihood of the retweeting dynamics {ti}
The parameters (i.e., λ l , θ l , τ l ) are estimated by maximizing the log likelihood, and the retweeting dynamics of message could be predicted as
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we compare it with the RPP model [2] on a dataset crawled from Sina Weibo, the largest microblogging platform. We filter out the tweets with less than 100 retweets, and obtain the retweeting dynamics of 164 tweets. For each tweet, we use its retweeting dynamics in the first two hours for training, and predict its dynamics at the following hours. In the experiments, we set k=3 with the prior that few tweets has more than 3 key nodes in its retweeting dynamics in the first two hours. We use MAPE (mean average percentage error) to evaluate prediction accuracy. Results are shown in Fig. 2 . To offer some intuitions about the comparison, we also give two examples. We can see that our model not only fits well the retweeting dynamics in training period, but also has a more desirable prediction accuracy than competing model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a mixture process to model and predict retweeting dynamics in social media. The idea is motivated by the fact that the whole process of retweeting dynamics could be effectively captured by a handful of subprocesses initiated by retweeters with high number of followers. The proposed model is efficient to be trained using only the retweeting dynamics of individual tweet. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model, compared with the state-of-the-art model.
